In this paper, a novel model for turbulent premixed combustion in the corrugated flamelet regime is presented, which is based on transporting a joint probability density function (PDF) of velocity, turbulence frequency and a scalar vector. Due to the high dimensionality of the corresponding sample space, the PDF equation is solved with a Monte-Carlo method, where individual fluid elements are represented by computational particles. Unlike in most other PDF methods, the source term not only describes reaction rates, but accounts for "ignition" of reactive unburnt fluid elements due to propagating embedded quasi laminar flames within a turbulent flame brush. Unperturbed embedded flame structures and a constant laminar flame speed (as expected in the corrugated flamelet regime) are assumed. The probability for an individual particle to "ignite" during a time step is calculated based on an estimate of the mean flame surface density (FSD), latter gets transported by the PDF method. Whereas this model concept has recently been published [21], here, a new model to account for local production and dissipation of the FSD is proposed. The following particle properties are introduced: a flag indicating whether a particle represents the unburnt mixture; a flame residence time, which allows to resolve the embedded quasi laminar flame structure; and a flag indicating whether the flame residence time lies within a specified range. Latter is used to transport the FSD, but to account for flame stretching, curvature effects, collapse and cusp formation, a mixing model for the residence time is employed. The same mixing model also accounts for molecular mixing of the products with a co-flow. To validate the proposed PDF model, simulation results of three piloted methane-air Bunsen flames are compared with experimental data and very good agreement is observed.
Introduction
Most combustion applications operate at highly turbulent flow conditions, such that accurate descriptions of turbulence, chemistry and their interaction are crucial for reliable predictions. Whereas for non-premixed combustion various models depend on the mixture fraction, for premixed turbulent combustion no such general approach exists. One existing approach is the model by Bray et al. [1] . In their original version it is assumed that the gas is either unburnt or fully burnt. In the transport equation for an averaged progress variable, turbulent convection and mean source term are unclosed. Although progress has been made in modeling the mean source term, this still is an issue in that context; as well as a general closure for turbulent convection capable of properly accounting for counter-gradient diffusion. Another approach are flamelet models [11] based on the level-set formulation [8] . An isosurface of a non-reacting scalar G describes the position of the flame front, for which a transport equation is solved. Issues due to counter-gradient diffusion are avoided with this approach and it allows to study instantaneous flame dynamics. It is not straightforward however, to achieve closure for turbulent premixed flames. In [12] , the transport equation of the joint PDF of velocity and a progress variable was solved by a Monte-Carlo method for flamelet and distributed combustion. With the help of idealized premixed turbulent flame simulations, they have compared a standard PDF closure with combined reaction-diffusion formulation. Their results confirm the bimodal distribution of the progress variable for fast reactions made in the original BML approach.
Here a new modeling approach for premixed turbulent flames in the corrugated flamelet regime is presented. It has to be mentioned that this approach shares the same concept as [21] , however, there is a major difference in the calculation of the mean flame surface density. Whereas in [21] , modeling of flame stretching, curvature effects, and collapse and cusp formation are treated consistently with the classical formulation for FSD transport equations by a flame stretch factor, here, these effects are modeled via mixing model for the flame residence time. While the former model is consistent with existing ones at the moment closure level, and thus profits from all the corresponding experience, the latter is closed in a more "ad-hoc", but more robust way. The approach is based on solving a transport equation for the joint PDF of velocity, turbulence frequency and a scalar vector with a hybrid particle/finite volume method [7, 13] . Like in other joint velocity composition PDF methods turbulent convection appears in closed form. The source term describes the rate at which unburnt particles get "ignited" by the embedded propagating quasi laminar flame, i.e. it reflects the coupled fine-scale convection-diffusion-reaction dynamics in the flame. For closure, the particle properties c * ∈ {0, 1} and τ * ≥ 0 are introduced. Similar as in the BML model, the progress variable c * is zero, if a particle represents the unburnt gas mixture; otherwise c * = 1. The flame residence time τ * is zero if c * = 0; else it represents the elapsed time since c * switched from zero to one. This allows to resolve the embedded quasi laminar flame structure by mapping τ * onto the space coordinate of a precomputed one dimensional laminar flame profile. To estimate the mean flame surface density and thus the particle "ignition" probability P, the binary indicator function d(τ * ) ∈ {0, 1} is introduced; it is zero except if 0 ≤ τ a < τ * ≤ τ a + τ d , where τ d is a specified small time constant and τ a defines the flame surface. Flame stretching, curvature effects, collapse and cusp
